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Peers of Their White Conquerors
THE SAN DIEGO EXPOSITIONS AND MODERN SPANISH HERITAGE IN
THE SOUTHWEST,

1880-1940

Matthew Bokovoy

,
A

n interest in mission ruins and Indian relics has been known to lead to
an interest in Mexicans and Indians," wrote Carey McWilliams with
some despair in North From Mexico: The Spanish-Speaking People of the
United States, his 1949 book about the U.S.-Mexican Borderlands. He believed a southwestern cultural history could become an agent for national
civil rights and cultural pluralism.! In this intriguing statement, McWilliams
referred to the public culture in southern California and the Southwest, a
regional tradition he defined as the Spanish "fantasy heritage." That cultural construction was the myth created by White Californians to interpret
the historical legacy of Indians, Spaniards, and Mexicans in the Southwest.
Mostly inaccurate, ahistorical, and suffused with excessive sentimentality
and romanticism, the fantasy heritage was the cultural gloss for the economic development and promotion of southern California. Through the
fantasy's lens the southwestern past appeared harmonious and underwent
no social or racial conflict. Catholic padres, neophyte Indians, Spanish military commanders, and Mexican ranchers united under the strum of the
guitar and the click of the castanet.
2
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McWilliams believed that the interest in Spanish heritage had also been
influenced by Progressivism and deeper strands of Christian humanism.)
His hope was that southwestern citizens, visitors, seekers of exotica, and
curio collectors would move beyond mere commercialism to include real
history and egalitarian social politics. In McWilliams's work the word "fantasy" in the Spanish heritage perhaps represented deeper longings for improved interracial understanding. His earlier book, Southern California
Country: An Island on the Land (1946) argued that the very newness of California appeared "in fact, to have compelled, to have demanded, the evocation ofa mythology which could give people a sense of continuity in a region
long characterized by rapid social dislocations." He initially understood how
social reform politics and lyrical romance defined the origins of the modern
Spanish heritage. Both sentiments flowed literally from the same wellspring. 4
By 1949 McWilliams despaired at how the Spanish heritage had become
something entirely different. Commercial interests had created social distance between Anglos, ethnic Mexicans, and Indians. The sale of Spanishcolonial mystery and romance had not inflamed the social compassion of
Anglos for their Indian and Mexican contemporaries. With much insight,
McWilliams foresaw that "the people of the borderlands will either face the
future 'one and together' or they are likely to find themselves siftings on
siftings in oblivion." He believed the power of culture to be ineffective if the
"Anglo problem," White entitlement fed by racism, could not be overcome. 5
I return to McWilliams's musings to understand better how imagination
and power shaped the Southwest's most enduring invented tradition. In southern California and the Southwest, no events shaped the modern Spanish
heritage more profoundly than did the San Diego Expositions of 1915-1916
and 1935-1936. Both San Diego fairs outlined a comprehensive portrait of
the American Southwest, its peoples, and its cultures for the American public. The San Diego fairs surpassed the Long Beach Pacific Southwest Exposition of 1928, the Santa Fe Fiesta of the 1920S, and even John Steven
McGroarty's The Mission Play to shape national images of southern California and the Southwest. 6 Much recent scholarship on this phenomenon
argues that the modern Spanish heritage was a tradition of "false consciousness," nothing more than public imagery used by Anglos to denigrate and
erase the contemporary presence of ethnic Mexicans and Indians.7 The historical and critical literature, however, offers some fresh reevaluations of
southwestern cultural promoters, who imagined anew the region's obvious
cultural pluralism. When cultural promoters re-envisioned with sympathy
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the history and culture of Indians and ethnic Mexicans, an important political space emerged for the future realization of legal and civil rights. Invented traditions are not categorically forms of "false consciousness."8
The modern Spanish heritage shows considerable flexibility with changing political and social trends over time. A highly visible public heritage
need not emanate from racial fears and hatreds. The Spanish heritage
reimagined ethnic Mexicans and Indians as worthy citizens of the Southwest. Likewise, public symbols and commemoration must give a sense of
inclusion and belongingness to be myths worth believing. Benedict Anderson noted this phenomenon when he wrote, "it is useful to remind ourselves that nations inspire love, and often profoundly self-sacrificing love.
The cultural products of nationalism-poetry, prose fiction, music, plastic
arts-show this love very clearly in thousands of different forms and styles. On
the other hand, how truly rare it is to find analogous nationalist products
expressing fear and loathing."9 The modem Spanish heritage portrayed the
Southwest as a land of "American" traditions. All the history and memories of
southern California and its Indian, Spanish, and Mexican legacies coexisted
in the social imagination between 1880 and 1940. The cultural and racial
assumptions undergirding the images were often hurtful, insensitive, and
untrue for Indians and ethnic Mexicans, for they were rarely invited to participate directly in the elaboration of the myths. 1O However, Anglo Americans
held the privilege and power to shape the process of recollection, and from
their efforts the modern Spanish heritage came into existence. The public
heritage of Spanish history and Indian folklore came to symbolize the promise of the present and future through the inevitable progression of pastY

The Panama-California Exposition, 1915-1916

"Vie

have decided to make this exposition different in character from any
other," thundered David C. Collier, director-general ofthe San Diego PanamaCalifornia Exposition. During May 1911, testifying confidently to the U.S.
House Committee on Industrial Arts and Expositions, he persuaded its members that San Diego's exposition would "work out the problems and demonstrate the resources, possibilities, and future of the great Southwest and of
Latin America."12 His presence also demonstrated the urban rivalry between
California cities for commercial dominance in the 19oos. San Francisco
had already planned to hold the Panama-Pacific International Exposition
in 1915. Collier reassured Congress that San Diego's smaller fair would be a
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regional event with limited international participation. He maintained, "We
would specialize in our exhibit[s], in order that the chief attraction would
be reclamation, irrigation, and forestation of arid lands." Collier promised,
"We would also gather together representatives of the Indian tribes of the
Southwest," bringing peoples from "Southern California, from Mexico, and
Central and South America." These Native exhibits would be a comprehensive history of the indigenous people of the American hemisphereY
Collier and exposition organizers had "not only adopted old-mission architecture," but bestowed "a Spanish name" on "every gate" in the general
grounds. 14 Narrowing the scope of the Panama-California Exposition exclusively to the Southwest showed the committee that the San Francisco and
San Diego fairs together could serve the broader interests of the United
States in both the Pacific hemisphere and Latin America.
An institutional nexus of anthropology and archaeology, stretching from
Los Angeles to Washington, D.C., helped define the southwestern and southern California theme of the San Diego exposition. In 19u1ocalleaders hired
Edgar L. Hewett, director of the Museum of New Mexico (MNM) and
School of American Archeology in Santa Fe, to design the southwesternstyle buildings and exhibits and to serve as the exposition's director of ethnology. Charles F. Lummis, founder of Los Angeles's Southwest Museum,
had recommended Hewett, archaeologist-booster, to mastermind San Diego's
rise as a tourist destination, for he was "the man for it, above all other; and
the auspices of the American School are the very best you can get."15 As
MNM staff furnished lavish historical tableaux for the New Mexico State
Building and gathered materials for the Indian Arts Pavilion, Hewett tapped
his national contacts including the United States National Museum (USNM),
a unit of the Smithsonian Institution. William H. Holmes, director of the
museum, and AleS Hrdlicka (Al-Leesh Her-leesh-ka), head of the museum's
division of physical anthropology, pledged their assistance. The USNM
planned to install exhibits under the themes of the "Industry of the American
Aborigine" and the "Natural History of Man" in the Science of Man Building. Mesoamerican archaeology and humanity's common origins (known as
monogenism) emerged as themes from the USNM's vision of the Southwest
and Latin America. Hewett also assisted the Santa Fe Railway with an Indian exhibit titled Painted Desert. Hewett suggested Jesse Nusbaum, a photographer and tradesman at the MNM, to supervise the exhibit and care for
the Pueblo, Navajo, Hopi, and Apache employees during the 1915 season. 16
The cultural imagery created for the exposition manifested egalitarian
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underpinnings that reflected the social-reform leanings of the ethnological
staff and its view of the Southwest's diverse peoples. Perhaps, the significance ofLummis and Hewett was less their "scientific expertise," which was
questionable, than their particular point of view regarding the Southwest,
especially its Indian and Hispanic arts and folklore. They viewed the Southwest as a land every bit as brilliant and exotic as the Orient or the Egyptian
Nile River Valley. The Southwest was America's land of antiquity boasting
venerable cultural traditions and simple-living, if primitive, peoples. Hewett
declared that the "science of archeology brings to light the remains of the
ancient American world-we must admit that the enthusiasm of the Spaniards was not without justification." He maintained that "the brilliancy of
the new race suggested another Orient," and that "the ruins of Central
American cities seemed to entomb another Egypt." Often writing of southwestern Indians with a mixture of praise and disdain, Lummis and Hewett
did find in the region worthy cultures and peoples from whom Americans
might learn solutions to the problems of the industrial age and who might
satisfy their antimodernist yearnings. 17
Both men had loaned their reputations and support to the cause of Indian rights and justice. Lummis, the editor of Land of Sunshine magazine
(renamed Out West), founded the Landmarks Club for the restoration of
Spanish missions in 1895. He championed the rights of mission Indians in
1901 through the Sequoya League, an Anglo protective organization. Lummis
also served on the Department ofInterior's advisory committee on Cupeno
Indian removal from Warner's Ranch in 1903.]8 During his career, Hewett
had supported efforts by New Mexico Pueblo Indians to recover stolen lands,
particularly applauding the Supreme Court's 1913 decision in U.S. v. Felipe
Sandoval, which restored Pueblo lands and offered Bureau ofIndian Affairs
protection to Pueblo tribes. He also created economic opportunities for
Pueblo artisans, whose wares he added to the collections of the MNM.19
Lummis explained to Collier that his enthusiasm for the San Diego fair had
"been growing everyday since I realized the unprecedented work you have
laid out. Expositions in general do not interest me; but this splendid conception is a different matter." Lummis thought southwestern exhibits should
"Humanize Science" -not merely "popularize" -and "make knowledge the
right, title, and interest of every common man, woman, and child instead of
a privilege of the aristocracy." Lummis was like the Southwest's Matthew
Arnoid, seeking to distribute the province of the learned beyond the privileged classes to ordinary people. 20
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The opening of the exposition on 1January 1915 in Balboa Park, the city's
main public greensward, marked the achievement of local and regional
economic interests, particularly venture capitalist John D. Spreckels's financial dominion and Imperial Valley agribusiness, but viewers of the cultural portrait of the Southwest saw a more ennobling agenda not entirely
connected to monied interests. Crossing the Cabrillo Bridge, visitors spilled
into the California Quadrangle, a group of Spanish Colonial Revival buildings designed by Bertram G. Goodhue, the New York architect fascinated
with the cross-fertilization of Spanish and Indian architecture on New Spain's
northern frontier. "Certain sections of our great country, like the Southwest, are not so bereft of historic background," observed Goodhue. His southwestern motif was partly a response to the 1893 Chicago Exposition's White
City, which had represented a fruitless search in western European architecture for American traditions. Clarence Stein, Goodhue's apprentice and
a community planner of future acclaim, thought the "Chicago, the St. Louis
and the Buffalo expositions were a glorification of the monumental in city
planning, so the San Diego Fair is the apotheosis of all those elements of
charm and variety that we associate with the cities of Italy or Spain." The
"conquest culture" of New Spain, more so than the English or French,
furnished an architectural legacy in the American grain. zl
With the help of the MNM and the USNM, Hewett and Ralph Emerson
Twitchell, a Santa Fe lawyer and historian, assembled an exhibit on Spanish colonial arts for the New Mexico State Building. Designed by Santa Fe
architectural firm Rapp, Rapp, and Hendrickson, the Pueblo Revival building contrasted sharply with the Mission style and Spanish colonial architecture ofthe fair, but blended admirably with the southwestern theme. Museum
personnel prepared paintings, murals, and sculptures for New Mexico's portrayal of its own Southwest. Carlos Vierra painted murals ofthe Mayan temple
cities of Mexico. Commercial artist Kenneth Chapman assisted the Santa Fe
Railway with the Painted Desert exhibit. The painters Donald Beauregard
and Gerald Cassidy created canvasses of dramatic Catholic processionals for
the interior of the New Mexico building. Overall, New Mexico exhibited its
Spanish and Indian heritage through living exhibits and artistic vision. Justifying the efforts, Hewett said, "In the absorption of building a great Englishspeaking nation, we have lost sight of the part played by Spain in American
history, likewise of the great works of the native American race."zz The exposition created interest in the Santa Fe cultural revival, stimulated local investment in the process, and brought additional White residents to New Mexico.23
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BALBOA PARK, NEW MEXICO BUILDING AT THE 1915 PANAMA-CALIFORNIA
EXPOSITION

(Photograph courtesy San Diego Historical Society, Photograph
Collection, neg. no. 850)

Inside the California Building, William H. Holmes reconsidered artistic
life in the Americas before European colonization. Holmes, the nation's
foremost authority on ancient American art and possibly its greatest scientific illustrator, imagined an exhibit to showcase "the great epoch making
steps in human progress, the development of leading art and industries as
recorded in material things as stone art [and] the building arts."24 According
to Hewett, the California building presented "the picture of an age of which
Americans generally are not well informed, namely that which preceded
the coming of the Europeans to the western continent."25 Upon the balconies of the building, Carlos Vierra created frescoes of ancient temple cities
such as Quirigua, Copan, Palenque, Tikal, Uxmal, and Chichen Itza.
Holmes sculpted small models of the temples, some based on his drawings
of the ruins that he studied in Yucatan, Mexico, during the Peabody Mu-'
seum expedition from Harvard University in 1894. The frescoes and the
cities of antiquity demonstrated the engineering feats of the Aztecs, Mayas,
and Incas, and suggested that the elaborate grand structures revealed a religious devotion equal to the cathedrals and synagogues of the European
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Judeo-Christian tradition. For Holmes, public presentation of aboriginal
industries stressed historic preservation, much like the Indian ruins of the
Southwest. 26 The exhibition showed the depth and complexity ofAmerindian
societies and the great accomplishments of their civilizations before European conquest. "The reason why this Exposition appeals with such overpowering force to the imagination of the visitor may not at once be apparent,"
said Holmes, for the fair was not as "stupendous as the international expositions, but an achievement far removed from these and possible only in the
Southwest."27 Exhibits at the California Building represented ancient
Amerindians as well above savagery, perhaps even civilized and superior to
Europeans before 492.
The facade of the California Building commemorated the Spanish
conquerors and Franciscan missionaries, especially their role in bringing
European culture and religion to the Americas. Drawing upon accounts of
Spanish exploration like the expeditions of Alvar Nunez Cabeza de Vaca,
and Marcos de Niza in the Southwest, the facade retold the epic of explorations by Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo and Francisco Vazquez de Coronado,
which had happened "nearly a hundred years before the Pilgrims landed at
Plymouth."28 The statues of the facade celebrated the settlement of New
Spain's northern territories that now lay in the United States. On the pinnacle stood fray Junipero Serra, founder of the California missions, who
had brought Catholicism and Spanish culture to California's Indians and
delivered them from what he perceived as the darkness of paganism. Surrounding the Franciscan father superior were explorers Cabrillo, Sebastian
Vizcaino, and Gaspar de Portola, intrepid Spanish soldiers who had pioneered new trails on land and sea to Alta California. Fray Luis Jayme, the
symbol of spiritual sacrifice and Franciscan martyrdom in San Diego, stood
below the great explorers. Jayme's statue represented what was most humane in Spanish colonization. He had criticized the harsh treatment of the
Natives and the sexual abuse of Indian women that lay at the heart of
Amerindian resistance to European imperialism. (In 1775 he paid for his
service with his life when he was killed by Indians.)29 These heroic figures
embraced the conflict and accommodation of the conquest. The Spanish
settlers had altered forever the lives of Natives in California and their presence brought resistance, disease and death, and eventual cultural pluralism
to the Americas. In Hewett's judgment there was "no finer Spanish Renaissance facade in existence"; no other conveyed the conflicting aims of Spanish colonial policy in all its humanity and sadness. California history became
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CALIFORNIA BUILDING AT THE 1915 PANAMA-CALIFORNIA EXPOSITION
(Photograph courtesy San Diego Historical Society, Photograph
Collection, neg. no. BoBSA)

shrouded in the memory of colonial New Spain. European civilization in
the Southwest was Spanish, rather than English, in origin.
If visitors developed further interest in Amerindians, New Mexico and
Arizona Native peoples were displayed presumably in their natural state.
The Painted Desert offered ten acres of southwestern Native culture, including replicas of the Taos and Acoma pueblos, and supported the livelihood of
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over one hundred Apache, Hopi, Navajo, and Pueblo Indians. There were
ceremonial kivas, homos (beehive-shaped outdoor ovens for baking bread
derived from the Spanish), Navajo hogans, Apache tipis, summerhouses
made ofsticks, and cliff dwellings. 30 Designed by architects in the Fred Harvey
Company (the promotional service for the Atcheson, Topeka, and Santa Fe
Railroad), the pseudo-pueblo appealed to the Victorian generation's fascination with Indian primitivism, the cultural authenticity of these presumably "unspoiled" people, and tourist yearnings to purchase an escape from
the industrial age to the rustic Southwest. 31 Victorian tourist and travel literature portrayed Indians as present-day survivors of Western antiquity. The
Painted Desert Indians performed pottery- and basketmaking exhibitions,
and popular "ceremonial" dances for the crowds in exchange for commissions, wages, and room and board. This typical Indian show satisfied the
antimodernist cravings of White audiences for "things native." The local
and national press described the Painted Desert as an exhibit deploying
images ofIndian savagery and nobility, and premodern simplicity. This older
and typical perspective was tinged with racial condescension. One journalist
described the journey of Indians from the childhood of savagery to the adolescence of barbarity, noting the "exhibit also will be a course in the history
of the development of the Indian from the savage of the past to the native of
today, highly skilled in many of the arts and crafts." Although skilled
preindustrial people, Indians, unlike Euroamericans, were not yet capable
of modern industrial civilization. 32
The Painted Desert, however, represented a portrayal of the Southwest
far superior to the exhibit mounted by the Santa Fe railroad at the 1915 San
Francisco fair. 33 As the exhibit took shape over 1914, Nusbaum proudly stated
that "none of the expositions of the past have even approached, either in
magnitude or perfection of detail, what the Santa Fe is doing in San DiegoSan Francisco will have nothing like" the Painted Desert. "The nearest approach to it, and that was not at all near, that the world has ever seen," he
believed, was "'The Cliff Dwellers' at the World's Fair in Chicago."34
Nusbaum's intimacy with Pueblo Indians contributed to its success. As supervisor of construction, he employed artisans from San Ildefonso Pueblo.
The "cream of the pueblo region," they were Julian, Maria, Florentine, and
Crescencio Martinez, Donicio Sanchez, Alfonso (Awa Tsireh) and Juan
Cruz Roybal, Atelano Montoya, and other families.J5 Nusbaum suggested
that each Indian "be given a bare room to finish in the style most typical of
his pueblo, and with certain restrictions, proceed with it as he thor ugh]t
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best." He continued, "In them, each would incorporate the best ideas of his
pueblo." His vision was that, during the fair, "this Indian and his family
could live therein as they would at home."J6 Over the course of the exposition, Nusbaum and Hewett opened a literal employment pipeline for their
Indian acquaintances who had worked for the MNM. Nusbaum's legendary joviality allowed the Painted Desert Indians much latitude on the grounds,
but he believed that the Indians should abide by "rules and regulations-so
as to avoid troubles."37
Hewett and Nusbaum encouraged the Indians to perform whatever they
wished for the public as long as it appeared "Indian." When the Painted
Desert Indians entertained audiences in their kiva, the San Ildefonso men
and women also treated tourists to Sioux, Comanche, and other improvised
rituals. This practice was not uncommon for the Pueblos, who had learned
different tribal dances through hundreds of years of contact with Plains Indians. 38 Through these decisions, however, the Indians shaped distorted
images and understandings of themselves that were essential to the modern

BALBOA PARK, PAINTED DESERT EXHIBIT AT THE 1915 PANAMACALIFORNIA EXPOSITION

(Photograph courtesy San Diego Historical Society, Photograph
Collection, neg. no. 8°78)
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Spanish heritage promoted by the southwestern tourist industry. Years later,
Maria Martinez remembered that her husband Julian and "Jack [Nusbaum]
would sit around in the evenings inventing new things for Julian to say to
the white people the next day." Pueblo Indians from Taos reportedly stole
an illegally filmed newsreel, taken at the pueblo, of their Fiesta de San
Geronimo ceremony and left a note that read "Bad mediceen [sic] -indians
have bad luck-all sick. Pichers [sic] of race must burn-indians all get
well." Against the wishes of Hewett and Nusbaum, exposition authorities
sent home the San Ildefonso Pueblos because they talked back to the
crowds. 39 The Pueblos' theft and defiance revealed how Painted Desert Indians sought to protect their dignity and culture from commercial exploitation and to hide their most sacred rituals from public audiences. Probably
unable to discern the specifics of the performances, tourists likely did not
care as long as they saw "authentic" renditions of Indian culture.
In September of 1914, Elbert Hubbard, the arts and crafts entrepreneur,
saw many improvised performances at the Painted Desert. Nusbaum and
Hubbard visited the Pala reservation in North San Diego County where
Indians performed the "eagle dance," a Great Plains Indian ritual, which
did not impress Hubbard. When Pala Indians performed the same dance at
the exposition in 1915, Carobeth Tucker described how the performer was
"very elaborately costumed-over his trousers (for he was very civilized) he
wore a skirt of net work with eagle feathers hanging from it." With Hubbard
unsatisfied, Nusbaum scheduled dances by San Ildefonso Pueblos, who
delivered "the dog dance, the eagle dance, and the Sioux war dance - borrowed from other tribes, as the Indians held their own dances too sacred to
be given in a kiva before the eyes of the world."40 The dances were no less
"Pueblo," for they had been woven into ritual life; nor were they the rituals
of Pueblo esoteric societies. Anthropologist Edward Dozier regards the improvised dances as "essentially secular" and "performed primarily for amusement and entertainment purposes."41 However, the difference was lost on
Hubbard, who "sat in silent, vivid absorption" and was transported by the
rituals. Writing in The Philistine soon after his visit to the Painted Desert,
Hubbard enthusiastically remarked that the exposition had seized upon "this
relic of times gone by" in order "to restore it, and give it to the people of the
United States as a heritage in history, forever."42 The Painted Desert represented a more affirmative portrait of the indigenous Southwest, far different
from the sensationalist Indian villages at the Chicago fair of 1893 and the St.
Louis exposition of 1904, both little more than Wild West showsY
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The portrayal of Amerindian culture and the Spanish heritage at the fair
manifested Darwinian notions of race and evolution predominant in the
United States in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The exhibition assembled by physical anthropologist Ales Hrdlicka in the Science
of Man building (now the San Diego Museum of Art) displayed three areas
of anthropology: the physical evolution of man, the evolution of culture,
and the Native races of America. The presentation explained the comparative racial origins and physical development of humanity with bronze human busts, cases of skull specimens, and the material culture of Europe,
East Asia, the American Southwest, and Latin America. With funding from
the San Diego fair, Hrdlicka sought "well chosen racial types" from around
the globe to illustrate "the development of the species [man] from lower
forms; the life history of man as an individual [and] variations between the
races."44 The displays demonstrated "not merely to the scientific world, but
also to the intelligent public, whole phases of man's antiquity."45 George
Stocking Jr. has explained the difficulty of early twentieth-century anthropology to interpret cultural and racial differences: "If one emphasized the
continuing efficacy of social environment" on racial differences "then one
could be at one and the same time racialist and egalitarian."46 Hrdlicka's
science developed in this fashion. He declared, "Physical anthropology is
destined to have a bright future, particularly in this country which is the
'Melting Pot' of so many races and nations, and where so many problems of
environment, occupation, and new modes of life await investigation."47
Hrdlicka's understanding of human evolution and cultural difference was
shaped by his early career in medicine and urban health reform, and his work
in mental-health facilities in New York state. His training with French anthropologist Leonce Manouvrier, the successor to Paul Broca at the Ecole
d'Anthropologie and successor to Broca's methodology, led the scientist to
reject biological determinism, which correlated innate qualities to race and
culture. Hrdlicka championed fluid human nature and social environment
as factors in mental and physical development; in his model, mental and
physical development explained crime, poverty, insanity, and disability. In
private conversation throughout their long friendship but most forcefully in
1918, Manouvrier told Hrdlicka that eugenics was "scientific espionage, if not
sa):Jotage!"48 Eschewing earlier "Science of Man" displays that championed
eugenic ideas and uncritical racial evolution, Hrdlicka introduced a genetic
model linking physical types, cultures, and languages to account for cultural
history, particularly the origins and antiquity of the American Indian. 49
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Hrdlicka viewed physical anthropology as social reform and as part of an
optimistic progressivism. From 1899 to 1904, he had studied the vital statistics of Natives in the southwestern United States and northern Mexico during six field studies in Arizona and New Mexico. Spending almost two years
in the field, he collected roughly seven hundred skulls for the USNM. At
the same time, his easy manner gained the trust of many southwestern Indians, who allowed the scientist to measure parts of their body (anthropometry) despite taboos. Hrdlicka discovered that "full-blooded" Indians had
better overall health when isolated from White civilization but that "mixedbloods" fared better where there was frequent Indian-White contact. His
extensive data on health and physical stature suggested "another point of
even greater importance ... the growing evidence of similarity, though
never reaching full identity, of the vital processes of Indians and whites."
During his research Hrdlicka also found much humanity in Navajo, Hopi,
Apache, Pueblo, and northern Mexican Indians, optimistically characterizing their disposition as "generally cheerful and contented."50
Travel through Mongolia during the fall of 1912 reinforced Hrdlicka's
notions ofsimilarities between different peoples and societies. Reminded of
the Indians of the Southwest, he observed to Holmes: "People are swarming
in the markets, which is a harvest for my eyes; and so many resemble the
Indian that I feel as if I were in a Mexican rather than an Asiatic town."
Hrdlicka described his anthropometric research to Hewett as illustrating
"the most important item in regard to our American aborigines, namely,
their close physical connection, in fact, identity with numerous remnants
of the old population of Eastern Asia," and promised to become "one of the
most valuable sections of the exhibit."5!
Audiences left no thoughts on Hrdlicka's Science ofMan exhibition, which
closed on 3l December 1916, but his work certainly fit Lummis's call to
"humanize science."52 The USNM, Hrdlicka's employer, used science to
account for the physical as well as racial differences of man, showing
southwesterners the "Great Stream of Humanity" that bound Anglo Americans to the rest of the world's peoples. The beauty, romance, and exoticism
of the exposition brought many visitors to San Diego. The city became a
sensible tourist destination while Europe, the model for American traditions, engaged in the full-scale fratricide of World War I. Perhaps tourists saw
in Amerindian and Spanish heritage something of genuine worth compared
to the chaos they found in the cradle of the civilized world. With Europe
locked in war and Americans staying home, the United States National
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Museum, the Museum of New Mexico, and the School of American Archeology grasped the unique opportunity to present the culture of the Americas as national heritage and to lure tourists to the Southwest.

The California-Pacific International Exposition, 1935-1936
Throughout the 1920S the cultural institutions of Balboa Park grew alongside the San Diego metropolitan region. It was questionable whether the
exposition had brought major economic benefits to southern California,
which experienced significant business and population growth from 1907 to
1930. The fair undoubtedly made San Diego a more desirable tourist destination. The opening of the new museums assisted the tourist economy: the
Museum of Man (1917), the San Diego Museum of Art (1926), the Natural
History Museum (1917; new building in 1933), the San Diego Zoo (1916;
new acreage in 1922), and the San Diego Historical Society (1928). George
Marston, a local merchant and philanthropist, and other businessmen promoted restoration of the San Diego Mission de Alcala and Presidio Hill.
Marston and others built museums and heritage sites for the public presentation oflocal history and tradition, following national trends in cities, states,
and regions. 53 They sought to recapture local history for the present generation. Museums and preservation offered historical continuity to citizens
bewildered by the apparent disorder of American life brought by rapid urbanization, deadening consumerism, and increased cultural diversity from
immigration. 54
Not all cultural philanthropy, however, arose from nativism and commercialism during the 1920S and 193os. Historian Michael Kammen argues
that the "interwar decades were permeated by both modernism and nostalgia in a manner that may best be described as perversely symbiotic." At their
best, cultural institutions democratized tradition for the people. Being "traditional" did not mean that an institution be overly patriotic or commerciaP5 In
early 1917 Edgar L. Hewett, the new director of the SanDiego Museum Association, claimed the organization had made the "benefits of the Exposition
perpetual" because "no other Exposition ever held has left so much of a lasting character to the city holding it." In his opinion the museums together
would become "an active educational institution" and "become nation-wide
in its service," and by doing so, benefit "the interests of its own 10cality."56
The museums bred cultural awareness about the Spanish heritage that led
to local historic preservation. In 1925 Marston helped preserve the Spanish
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heritage at Old Fort Stockton, the site of the first Spanish presidio and mission. Urban planner John Nolen and local architect William Templeton
Johnson assisted the efforts. Renamed Presidio Hill, the site would house
the Junfpero Serra Museum and headquarters of the San Diego Historical
Society. On 16 July 1929 Marston led the dedication ceremony, which promised to be "a monument to the memory of the Spanish people who made
the first settlement here and occupied the land." Presidio Hill was the "Plymouth Rock of the West." As ten thousand people gathered to enjoy the
day's festivities, they were treated to historical pageantry about the Dieguefio
Indians and the first California mission in 1769.57 After the festivities, Marston
thanked the citizens of San Diego for their support and designated Presidio
Hill Park as the first site for civic beautification to connect all areas of Spanish significance in Balboa Park, the Mission, the harbor, and at the proposed civic center downtown. Presidio Hill Park was the first piece in a

SERRA MUSEUM DEDICATION

The dedication occurred on 16 July 1929, the 160th anniversary of
Father Junfpero Serra's arrival in San Diego.

(Photograph courtesy San Diego Historical Society, Photograph
Collection, neg. no. 10311-3)
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grander vision to unify these sites. The beautification plan resurrected John
Nolen's San Diego Plan of 19°8, an urban design meant to accentuate the
city's Spanish heritage. "Is it not possible to develop all these several parts
into an harmonious whole," said Marston, "that shall picture to every visitor
and to ourselves also the wonderful story of our discoverers and pioneers?"
Marston asserted, "In building the city, let us remember that the material
things which will endure longest are those that express the spirit of man in
art." After a difficult and multiyear struggle to secure Presidio Hill for the
city, Marston proclaimed that "in the arts oflandscape and architecture the
spirit of a city can be perpetuated for ages."58
While philanthropists like Marston supported historic preservation during the

1920S,

the ethnic Mexican community contradicted the invented

traditions of the Spanish heritage through historical commemorations, such
as Catholic processionals, parades, pageants, and theater. Although little
evidence exists for ethnic Mexican commemoration in San Diego, middleclass and wealthy ethnic Mexicans participated in civic celebrations as token "Spanish Californians." Actor Leo Carillo annually participated on
horseback in the Los Angeles Cinco de Mayo parade, dressing as a Spanish
conquistador. Despite the irony, he defined himself as a Californio rather
than as a Mexican in order to project a White European identity. A prominent Mexican American labor organizer, showering disfavor on the pageant, remarked, "IfI see that white horse once more, I'm going to spit in its
eye." Working-class Mexican historical commemoration, however, was more
critical and celebrated "ethnic Americanism" among second-generation
Mexican Californians. Song and theater about heroic Mexican bandits, the
mixed racial ancestry of the Mexican people, and social justice themes radiated from working-class pageantry and communal celebration. Likewise, in
Santa Fe during the 1920S, the Hispano community lost interest in the MNM's
highly commercialized "Santa Fe Fiesta." As a response to the fiesta's elitism, Anglo bohemians, artists, and political radicals, with participation of
the Hispano community, created the historical pageant, "Pasatiempo," to
lampoon the official parade. It featured surrealist floats, band concerts, community singing and street dancing, and the "Hysterical Pageant" in which
Hispanos and Anglos mocked their ancestors by wearing clothes and family
heirlooms to parody popular stereotypes of White and Mexican hillbillies.
Throughout the urban Southwest, historical commemoration among ethnic Mexicans was both shaped by and offered a stark critique of the emerging southwestern fantasy heritage. 59
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In 1933, during the depths of the depression, Scripps-Howard newspaperman Frank Drugan recommended that the San Diego Chamber ofCommerce promote another world's fair. There was no better time than the
present, he argued, to uplift the collective morale of the city, state, and
region. He persuaded the most powerful local businessmen that an exposition offered long-term economic benefits. 60 Wealthy elites from southern
California and Baja California, such as Agua Caliente owner Baron Long,
members of the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce, and Frank Belcher
Jr. of the Spreckels companies, supported Drugan's plan. Through his political contacts, Drugan traveled to Washington, D.C., and met with Jesse
H. Jones, head of the federal Reconstruction Finance Corporation (RFC),
who told him that, "if he launched the project with the proper personnel,
he might procure RFC support in usual form of a guaranteed note."61 Oscar
Cotton, a real estate developer and head of the All Year Club, stepped forward and "stressed the point" that the object of the fair, "in addition to procuring profits," was "to advertise San Diego."62 With these words, Cotton
closed debate about nobler intentions for the fair. The directors believed
that the largesse of the New Deal would shape San Diego's future and bring
about economic recovery.
The modern Spanish heritage influenced the theme of the second exposition, but commercial interests and consumerism dominated the imagery.
In January of 1935, GilbertA. Davidson and Congressman George Burnham,
appearing before Congress, explained, "[The] exposition will tend to inspire national confidence and a higher appreciation of American institutions, stimulate business and industry, and assist the government in bringing
a more abundant life to its people."63 Davidson wanted "to make this a great
California-Mexican affair" with participation from Latin American nations.
The directors predicted that the exposition would begin "a cycle of progress"
at the local level and urged that "the Federal Government should put up a
building to the New Deal, explaining to these people the great works that
have been accomplished-by the various agencies-A, B, C, D of the Government."64 Davidson guaranteed that the exposition had the support of
California governor Frank Merriam as well as Mexican president Lazaro
Cardenas, and former Mexican presidents Gen. Pascual Ortiz Rubio and
Abelardo L. Rodriguez. 55 Secretary of State Cordell Hull and Secretary of
Agriculture Henry Wallace also supported congressional funding for the
San Diego event. The Roosevelt administration released $350,000 to stage
the fair and $125,000 for a federal building to display its economic, social,
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and political recovery efforts. Franklin Roosevelt explained that expositions
would demonstrate "the nature of our institutions particularly as regards
their adaptation to the wants of the people."66
The exposition's graphic designers, architects, and publicity agents created visual caricatures of Spanish fantasy heritage to provide romantic atmosphere for commercial exhibitors, corporate pavilions, and federal-agency
participants. Gary Breckner, director of radio publicity, stated, "The sponsors want to ballyhoo the Exposition in order to get more people into the
grounds." Local advertisers drew imagery from heritage sites like Mission
San Diego de Alcala, the El Camino Real, and other Spanish-era attractions for tourist promotion. The San Diego Union reported that the event
would "feature southwestern Mexican and Latin American exhibits rather
than the industrial exhibits predominant at the Chicago exposition."67 The
mass advertising campaign followed national Depression Era trends in which
traditional cultures were "commercialized for the sake of tourism and related enterprises."68
At the exposition, which opened 29 May 1935, White audiences engaged
the vogue for things Spanish and Mexican. The California State Building
displayed murals "delineating early California life, particularly that of the
old missions." Down along the Zocalo, the amusement area, audiences
viewed the End of the Trail, where Indian tribes wove blankets and rugs and
made pottery for sale to the public. Their products generally represented
Indian "curios" whose styles and forms were dictated by the southwestern
tourist market. Audiences flocked towards the Franciscan Mission Panorama
to view the Spanish conquest of California. Miniature models of the twentyone missions represented the "founding of civilization on the Pacific Coast"
and were "hallowed ground." Wallace Hamilton, the creator, explained the
missions were "living reminders ofCalifornia's Golden Age - here are recalled
the heroic Padres, Builders of the West."69 Selling his panorama to the exhibits department, Hamilton stressed "WE ARE DEALING WITH TRADITION" and that
"MISSION PRODUCTS OFFERED TO A PUBLIC WHILE IT IS MISSION MINDED IN A
MISSION LOCALE SHOULD SELL."70 Spanish and Indian heritage appeared little
more than mere commodities larded with showmanship and translating into
potential profits.
Just over the border, civil authorities in Tijuana, Mexico, grasped at the
lucrative income from Spanish heritage as well. Jose Fernandez, chairman
of the civic fiesta, explained Tijuana would hold a "pre-Exposition fiesta"
and an "Exposition festival" to commemorate the opening day. Notable
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Tijuana business and political leaders greeted audiences with edifying
speeches of intercultural harmony to lure tourist traffic to their city. After
the formalities, audiences saw "Mexican dances and songs by artists from
Tijuana and Agua Caliente" and finished with "all the dancers joined in the
Sevillianas [sic], a colorful dance."71
The fairgrounds represented three popular architectural revivals in the
Southwest, namely Pueblo, Mission, and Spanish-Colonial styles. The physical landscape of the fairgrounds was built upon the modern Spanish heritage established by the first exposition, albeit with modern and historical
architecture, lush foliage, and theatrical lighting. The architects, Richard
Requa and Juan Larrinaga, designed the entire avenue, using vernacular
forms of southwestern and Central American architecture, such as Spanish
Colonial revival, Pueblo revival style, and art-moderne interpretations of
Aztec and Mayan revival. Requa believed that the pavilions of the Palisades
should "further illustrate the architectural story of the Southwest" and that
the introduction of an "alien note would be a desecration of a beautifully
conceived and executed plan."72 Requa's design for the Federal Building
blended modernism and Mayan architecture based on the Palace of the
Governor of Uxmal in Yucatan, Mexico. The House of Pacific Relations,
symbolic of peaceful international relations, showcased a series of rambling
bungalows resembling the voluminous style and form of Pueblo architecture. Requa believed that the buildings upheld ideals of beauty and freshness, yet remained "in historical harmony with the old buildings [of 1915]"
designed by Bertram Goodhue. Requa saw no contradiction. The Palisades
group embodied "American" architecture and revealed evolution from ancient American forms to southwestern modernism. Requa observed that,
"while modern in character," the buildings "will demonstrate that the fundamental forms and ideas of modern architecture can all be found in our
prehistoric architecture of America."73
The Federal Housing Administration (FHA) exhibition also incorporated
the modern Spanish heritage. The FHA's exhibit Modeltown contained
miniature renditions of fifty-six homes promoted by the Better Housing Program and designed by Los Angeles and San Diego architects. 74 Regionalist
architecture garnished Modeltown with southern Californian flavor. Although there were some ranch homes and New England colonial cottages,
the Spanish casitas with a tiled courtyard were the most numerous architectural design representatives. The designs were Anglicized versions of regional architecture from southern California's Spanish, Mexican, and
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(Photograph courtesy San Diego Historical Society, Photograph
Collection, neg. no. 7918-1)

indigenous past. The FHA hoped to democratize innovative design and
taste for modest homeowners.75
Among the Modeltown entries was one by avant-garde designer Richard
Neutra. His designs reflected the social concerns of his European training
and appeared modern, but he was not exempt from the regional influences
or social politics that emerged in southern California during the 1930S. His
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philosophy of design was profoundly influenced by southern California's
environment and its health-oriented lifestyles. The open floor plans for
Neutra's houses blurred the boundary between the outdoors and the domestic space of the dwelling. His residential designs bore the influence of
"traditional" southwestern vernacular architecture, particularly the geometry of Hopi, Navajo, and Pueblo cultural forms. One critic has remarked
that Neutra's work, which mixed aesthetic innovation and ecological amenities, stood "at its best where the building program could be interpreted as
making a direct contribution to the psycho-physiological well-being of its
occupant."76 Along with sound ecological planning, Neutra believed modern architecture should aim for social transformation. Between 1932 and
1941, the architect designed and completed a number of public schools,
federal low-income housing projects, and state and federal office buildings.?7
. The Ford Motor Company auto-diorama, Roads of the Pacific, drew upon
Spain's historical legacy in the Americas to sell automobiles. Richard Requa
assisted the company by sending "all available publicity data" about the
"purposes and scope of the Fair," and the "historic background" of San Diego and greater California. Roads of the Pacific featured the Old Santa Fe
Trail, Old Spanish Road in Mexico, El Camino Real, and Inca Highway in
South America. Visitors were told that "the mission bells ofEl Camino Real
may recall the measured tread and chanted orisons of holy men who more
than a century ago carried Cross and Bible through trackless California,
building missions and roadways as they went." The diorama revealed that
these historic highways of empire brought peace and prosperity to subject
populations, especially through tribute, trade, and cultural assimilation. The
auto-diorama brochure told audiences how "man's history lies written in
the roadways he has built." These conduits of human history carried the
"hurrying feet of conquerors; the stately tread of rulers followed by a long
train of servants and retainers; the weary plodding of men and beasts loaded
down with burdens of commerce."78
Helen Trevey recalled how Ford Motor had "famous roads simulated."
She and her friends would "get into these brand new Ford cars and go traipsing around the world. And be back in about ten or fifteen minutes." As a
corporate voice for economic recovery and a consumer society, Ford Motor
Company explained that "commerce follows modern highways-but that
civilization, education, and peace also march along the Roadways of Today." Connecting past and present, the San Diego Union reassured audiences, "Where once Father Serra and the gentle padres trod the virgin
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wilderness, there are the termini of the six great transcontinental highways."
Now, San Diego stood as the "cradle of western American civilization."79

Southwestern Heritage After the Civil Rights Movement
"Serra was a Baby Killer," "Genocidal Maniac," and "Murderous Lying
Scum" adorned the statues of Presidio Park, greeting crowds present to celebrate the beatification of Father Junfpero Serra by the Roman Catholic
Church on 25 September 1988. "It saddens and angers me," said Eleanor
Neely, education coordinator for the Serra Museum, "because this is where
California began. This is the Plymouth Rock of the West Coast." Jim
Vaughan, executive director of the museum, believed that Serra had been
"selected for criticism because he's the father of California-a target for all
of the abuses that the Native Americans suffered." Thirty protesters gathered by the entrance of Presidio Hill Park in Old Town to denounce the
ceremony. "He shouldn't be honored," remarked Kip King, a Kumeyaay
Indian descendent. "Serra had the arrogance of any missionary effort-of
coming to a people that already had a religion and trying to impose their
European religion." Bill Myers, a local civil rights activist, stated, "It's unfortunate that the history texts don't say what actually happened when Serra
first came here. If the truth got out through the regular channels in the
United States, then people wouldn't feel compelled to do stuff like this."
After much statewide controversy over Serra's elevation toward Catholic
sainthood, the Franciscan father received beatification through the cunning of history and avoidance of the contradictory historical record. so
The Serra conflict brings us to the present. Although the protest had
deeper historical roots in the Spanish conquest, the outcry of activists collided with the mythology propagated by the San Diego Expositions. The
Civil Rights Movements of the 1960s enabled both Indian and White activists to pose their version of public history. Although Indians and ethnic Mexicans had done the same in the past, most Anglos ignored their cultural and
historical productions; control of cultural representation followed political
power and class privilege. As the Southwest's most enduring invented tradition, the Spanish fantasy heritage had always acknowledged the human integrity and worthiness of Indian-Spanish-Mexican peoples. Historians could
cast aside some cynicism and take the actions, gestures, and words of progressive cultural promoters more seriously to distinguish yearnings of imagination
from more material concerns. The expositions, furthering the development
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of public museums and historical sites, left behind a regional tradition that
would change with social and political trends. That malleable product was
the greatest legacy of the San Diego Expositions.
But why did Anglos create cultural institutions to imagine anew the pluralism of the Southwest? They likely did so because the Native American
and Spanish presence connected the heritage of the Southwest to the history of the region better than European emulation. The blend of regionalism and nationalism during the Progressive Era gave democratic substance
to the modern Spanish heritage. Historic commemoration and preservation became public expressions of the social imagination, the wishful thinking to envision an egalitarian future. The modern Spanish heritage rarely
embraced racism to denigrate and erase the presence of contemporary Indians and ethnic Mexicans. Benedict Anderson explains that the "fact of the
matter is that nationalism thinks in terms of historical destinies, while racism dreams of eternal contaminations-outside history. The dreams of racism actually have their origin in ideologies of class, rather than in those of
nation."81 In 1949 Carey McWilliams thought southwestern cultural history
could lead to social democracy. He suggested that Anglos should move beyond mere fascination with mission ruins and Indian relics toward deeper
political and social engagement with the peoples ofthe region. Anglos needed
to understand, personally know, and support southwestern racial minorities
to realize true equality. Despite the advance of legal civil rights in the recent past, more could be done. Perhaps cultural institutions and public
commemoration can breed deeper understanding between the Southwest's
diverse peoples and shape discussion about the meaning and quality of the
modern Spanish heritage.
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